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Welcome to Graphic Studio.
Ready to work smart?
Let´s get started.
Jump in
Whether you're a first-time user or an experienced architect, Archigrafix Graphic Studio makes it easy to get
started. Benefit from an intuitive interface that lets you be productive immediately. Quickly find colors for any
project with the enhanced palette swatch from Archigrafix high-quality palettes, and eyedropper feature.

Versatile
Create a workspace that matches your workflow needs. Take advantage from a tool that is always visible,
can integrate in the Revit dock panel, can be used as an isolated window, inside and outside Revit and
support multi-monitor.

Productive
Adjust all surface and line properties with minimum clicks, from 1 click away control. No need to click 6-7
times just to change one property. It works just like an illustration software. Work even faster with the expand
selection tool that automatically select similar objects, making possible changing the color of hundreds of
objects with 1 click.

Personalize
Feel right at home with all of your favorite color palettes! Explore and organize colors for your projects with
the help of the color swatch dialog that enables you to load open source palettes in GIMP format. Expand
your collection of colors from vibrant and inspiring community Color lovers.com that has more than
4.000.000 palettes ready for download in GIMP format.

Be inspired
Take advantage of the multi-monitor eyedropper tool to pick any color on your screen. Pick colors from a
Revit document, a website, a photo or a drawing in PDF format.
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Main Features
Always visible application
Adjusts color, thickness, pattern, transparency, halftone.
Supplied with Archigrafix color palettes
Multi-monitor Eyedropper
Automatic selection of similar objects
Loads color palettes in GIMP format

Compatibility
Revit 2016 and 2017
Color palettes in GIMP format
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